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(1)	Page 438, note I
It was stated in Parliament in 1621 that " London
spends 5000 or 6000 quarters of corn a week " 1.
1 Commons Debates, 1621 (ed. Notestein, Relf, and Simpson), v. 171.
(2)	Page 441, note 4
Indictments were framed against offenders for not
sending or finding a suitable person to mend the highways
on the appointed six days x. In one instance the surveyor
of the highways (a maltster) was himself indicted for not
giving notice in the parish church of the six days to be
allotted for the repair of the highways 2,
1 Surrey Quarter Sessions Records, 1661-1663 (Surrey Record Society),
148 ; ibid. (1663-1666), 84.
* Ibid. (1661-1663), 106.
(3) Page 444>
There was also a considerable coasting trade — not only
in coal 1 but in other commodities. In the late seventeenth
century at least 20 ships were employed annually in carrying
the cheese of Lancashire and Cheshire from Liverpool and
Chester to London 2. Goods sent from London to Lan-
caster by ship took seven days 3. In war time sailing in
convoys involved much delay, and land carriage was
* quick if dear * 4. During the French war under William III.
goods sent by land from London to Lancaster cost from
55. to 6s. 6d. a cwt.5
1 Supra, pp. 117-118.
- Autobiography of William Stout of Lancaster (ed. 1851), 25.
3 Ibid. 21.	4 Ibid. 29.
5 Ibid. 70. For the organization of the coasting trade (shipmasters
and shipowners), see Willan, The English Coasting Trade, 20, 34-54.
(4) Page 447, note 4
Taylor, the ' water poet ', was a Thames waterman 1.
1 See Taylor, Late Tudor and Early Stuart Geography, 115 seq.
(5) Page 447» ^ote 5
A recent study — which stresses the importance of the early
improvements in river navigation — observes that "it is true
that some canals were designed to overcome the dis-

